Move Out Cleaning Checklist
All Rooms
Dust baseboards, light fixtures, furniture, window sills and tracks, shelves, blinds,
and décor
Remove all cobwebs, especially from corners and ceilings
Vacuum / mop all floors, carpets, rugs and stairs
Wipe doors and walls
Clean ceiling fans

Bathrooms
Clean showers / tubs including walls, doors and door tracks
Clean all sinks and counter tops
Clean all tile and grouting
Scrub toilet, including bowl, seat, lid, tank, and base
Clean, dry, and shine all mirrors, chrome, and tile
Clean exhaust fan (if present) and all light fixtures
Clean all shelves, fixtures, and items on vanity
Clean the inside of all cabinets and medicine cabinets

Kitchen
Clean the oven, racks, broiler pans, burner plates, drip pans, hood fan cover and
hood filter
Clean refrigerator shelves, crispers, entire inside and outside of unit including
freezer. Clean behind and underneath
Wash all kitchen cabinets and drawers inside and out
Scrub all floors and wipe all walls
Scour the sink; make sure disposal works and is clear
Clean the dishwasher
Clean light fixtures and remove all cobwebs from all corners and ceiling
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Additional Services ($35 per hour / per cleaner)
Wipe walls
Sweep patio / garage
Clean windows inside & out (reachable by step stool only)
Thank you for inquiring about move out cleaning service with Maid on Earth. Often, our clients pay less to have us clean
their home than paying the cleaning fee charged to them by their landlord. Save some money and headaches by having
Maid on Earth clean your home after you move out!
Maid on Earth is fully licensed, bonded and insured. Weekend scheduling is available upon request. Fill out our online
quote request for a free move out cleaning estimate or call us @ 888.316.4307 today!
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